Dyna-Lift Application Guide: Aluminium Extrusion
/Internal Mount Only/

1. Remove the retaining ring holding the lift cylinder assembly inside the internal housing.

**IMPORTANT NOTE: DO NOT DISCONNECT TUBE LINE.**

2. Remove the lift cylinder assembly from the internal housing.

3. Drop the lift cylinder assembly down the top, completely through the customer supplied extrusion.

**IMPORTANT NOTE: EXTRUSION IS CUSTOMER SUPPLIED.**

4. Insert the lift cylinder assembly into the internal housing and reattach the retaining ring.

5. Insert the assembled internal housing, with the internal mounting plate and lift cylinder assembly attached, up into the bottom of the extrusion.

6. Attach the internal housing mounting plate to the bottom of the extrusion using four (4) customer supplied self-threading socket head screws.

**IMPORTANT NOTE: SELF-THREADING SOCKET HEAD SCREWS ARE CUSTOMER SUPPLIED.**

7. Attach foot to threaded adapter.

Additional Views of Assembly